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Abstract
The entertainment industry, as well as the field of Computer
Graphics, frequently faces the issue of creating large vir-
tual crowds that would populate a scene. One of the ways to
achieve that, particularly with modern rendering techniques,
is by using simulation – this, however, is nontrivial to design
and control. The main goal of my PhD work is working to-
wards the creation of a tool enabling the creation of virtual
crowds that one can interact with, and we believe the best
way to that is through Multiagent Reinforcement Learning
techniques. These animated crowds can then be used both in
movies and video games. Especially for the latter, it is highly
desirable that both the crowd as a whole, as well as the indi-
vidual characters, can react to the user’s input in real time.

Introduction
The dominating approach for crowd simulation in Computer
Graphics (CG) is using classical hand-crafted algorithms,
and adapting them to the specific scenario (Toll and Pettré
2021). These algorithms typically use some rule that consid-
ers their goal (e.g. towards the destination), the positions and
velocities of obstacles and other nearby agents, and based on
that output a collision-free velocity. This can then be com-
bined with a global path-planning algorithm to generate the
complete trajectories of each agent.

There are several issues with this approach. Firstly, agents
obtained this way exhibit very simple and homogeneous be-
haviors, which makes them seem unrealistic. Secondly, it is
in general difficult to encode additional preferences for their
behavior, like changing the size of their personal space, ar-
ranging them in groups, or modeling persons with disabili-
ties. Finally, the agents have no actual notion of other par-
ticipants, especially a potential human, and will only treat
them as another potential obstacle.

For this reason, we propose using Reinforcement Learn-
ing (RL) as the mechanism driving the behavior of agents in
the crowd. Over the recent years, RL proved itself in many
challenging domains such as the Atari games (Mnih et al.
2015), the ancient game of Go (Silver et al. 2017), or Star-
Craft II (Vinyals et al. 2017). These high-profile achieve-
ments proved the method’s viability in solving difficult prob-
lems, and drew significant attention to the field.
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In particular, we intend to focus on the multiagent per-
spective, taking advantage of the fact that a crowd consists
of multiple similar (or even identical) agents, each of them
having analogous goals (although not necessarily shared).
While MARL algorithms are relatively newer compared to
their single agent equivalent, they have also achieved suc-
cess in beating the previous best solutions in the game of
Hanabi (Hu and Foerster 2019). In this case, a major diffi-
culty lies in the coordination between agents, each of which
only has a partial view of the game.

Existing Work
While a certain body of research on the topic of applying
RL to Crowd Simulation already exists, the field is far from
being solved. The main paradigm of MARL, which can be
described as independent learning with single-agent algo-
rithms, seems to be struggle with the basic task of navigation
combined with collision avoidance in the presence of multi-
ple agents. Here we present a subset of the relevant papers.

(Lee, Won, and Lee 2018) discuss this exact task – given
a set of agents, make them move to their respective destina-
tions, while avoiding colliding with each other and the en-
vironment. They use a relatively simple approach with the
independent learning method, basing the agents’ observa-
tions on raycasting. The resulting agents, while navigating
to their goals correctly, still collide quite frequently, making
the resulting animations implausible.

(Long et al. 2018) approach a similar problem, but from
a robotics point of view. In that case, any collisions between
robots can have disastrous consequences, so it was accord-
ingly resultant in the “death” of an agent in their training
procedure. They also used a two-stage method, firstly pre-
training the agents on an unstructured environment, and then
fine-tuning them to a specific scenario. While the resultant
behaviors do avoid collisions, this is still not entirely accu-
rate, as humans do sometimes collide without major conse-
quences. They are also very robotic, which is not what one
expects from a human crowd.

(Xu and Karamouzas 2021) take a step towards using real
data in the policy learning. By using knowledge distillation
on recorded trajectories, they generate an additional reward
signal which is included as an auxiliary task. Some of their
findings are surprising, particularly the fact that including
that auxiliary task improves the performance on the primary
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tasks as well. Ultimately, this approach still suffers the prob-
lem of homogeneous behaviors and a lack of interactivity.

Main Challenges
Environment Dynamics
One of the technical details with a nontrivial impact turns out
to be the environment dynamics, both for the agents’ actions
and observations. Actions can be either discrete (simpler) or
continuous (more expressive). They can directly control ei-
ther the velocities or the accelerations. Finally, they can op-
erate either in Cartesian or polar coordinates. There is no sin-
gle correct choice, and different options can impact both the
performance, as well as the qualitative properties of move-
ment, which still affect the realism of the simulation.

Optimization Algorithm
Our current approach is using the Unity3D engine with ML-
Agents to build the environment, and a custom implementa-
tion of the PPO algorithm (Schulman et al. 2017) for policy
optimization. We consider many potential improvements to
the algorithm, most notably, introducing multiagent hierar-
chies could improve the coordination between agents to de-
crease the collision chance. Furthermore, treating the prob-
lem as multitask learning could allow better separation be-
tween the mutually conflicting goals.

Reward Design
We expect that the design of the reward function might prove
difficult. Even in the simplest scenario only considering nav-
igation and collision avoidance, there can be several parame-
ters controlling the sparsity of the navigation signal, the bal-
ance between the two separate reward sources, etc. It gets
even more complex when introducing components meant to
encourage human-like behavior – maintaining a comfortable
speed, avoiding others’ personal space, and similar features.

Performance and Realism
While RL is effective at optimizing a given reward func-
tion, humans are not, so if we want the trained agents to be-
have similarly to humans, it might be worth moving away
from the classic optimization paradigm. This may be cir-
cumvented by designing a reward function whose intention
is “act like a human”, for example by basing it on real-world
data, or on perceptual studies of what elements of a crowd
simulation matter.

Methods and Progress
At the time of writing, I am in the middle of a research col-
laboration with Ubisoft La Forge, where I work on a re-
lated project involving multiple agents navigating through
a shared environment, trying to satisfy in some sense the
subjective preferences of a user. This shares both the multi-
task and multiagent aspects of the regular crowd simulation
setup. The first objective is introducing a new method for
multitask learning through disentangling the different tasks
with separate policies, which can be combined afterwards.
Later, I intend to introduce a form of soft centralization to

introduce coordination between agents, without the inherent
problems of a centralized policy. To this end, I am develop-
ing a custom implementation of PPO that is then trained on
simulations built in Unity ML-Agents.

By the time of the workshop date, the collaboration with
Ubisoft will be over, and ideally will result in a submitted
publication, or a situation where most development is done,
and some data is collected, so that a publication could be
made soon. I also aim to make sufficient progress on the
main Crowd Simulation project, so that it is possible to see
some concrete results with one of the aforementioned im-
provements to the baseline model.
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